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Abstract

We are developing a self-contained and autonomous mo-

bile robot to navigate itself in our university campus. In

this paper, we discuss on the important issues to realize the

robot which has an intelligence and robustness for outdoor

navigation. Then, we report our mobile robot \YAMABICO

NAVI", which is integrated many functions such as locomo-

tion, position estimation and sensors to detect landmarks

and obstacles as an example of such a robot. Furthermore,

we also describe an execution monitoring tool for observing

the internal state of the robot while outdoor experiments.



1 Introduction

Our research interest is to realize a long distance outdoor naviga-

tion of a mobile robot.

The target environment is the paved or tiled pedestrian walk-

way in our university campus. The pedestrian walkway can be

assumed to be a two dimensional plane. It is along with walls,

hedges or trees, which can be utilized as landmarks for estimating

the robot position.

The robot should be a self-contained autonomous mobile robot.

The size is better to be smaller than child for the safety in experi-

ments. The speed should be not too slow than human walking and

the speed of 30[cm/s] is required. The robot has to have sensors to

detect landmarks and obstacles.

The target task is 1.5[km] navigation from the front of the build-

ing of our laboratory to the dormitory center which is located at

the end of our campus, shown in Figure 1. The photographs of the

target environment are shown in Figure 2.

Our approach to realize this task is the position based naviga-

tion using Perceived Route Map (PRM). In this approach, a hu-

man operator controls the robot to the goal at �rst (Route teaching

stage). The robot remembers its own trajectory as a path and the

location of landmarks to correct its position on the way to the goal.

The autonomous navigation is performed by playback of the gener-

ated PRM (Playback navigation stage). The idea of this method is

illustrated in Figure 3. In this method, The operator teaches only



the course from the start to the goal with manual controller. The

robot generates the route map which is perceived by own sensors.

The robot continuously navigates itself to the goal by feedback con-

trol of the estimated position by dead reckoning, to follow the path

in the PRM and occasionally correcting its position by fusion of

the positional information obtained from landmark recognition.

In this paper, we report how to develop the robot for realizing a

such given task. We also describe the execution monitoring tool for

observing the internal state of the robot for software development.

2 Important issues on realizing a ro-

bust mobile robot

The important issues to develop the robust mobile robot which per-

forms the task given above are discussed in this section. To realize

a such navigation task, the various functions must be developed,

improved and integrated on the robot. The outdoor environment

along the long distance path includes a various conditions. At the

beginning of the development, essential issues for achieving this

task was ambiguous. For instance, we did not know how much

landmarks are necessary and what kind of landmark is useful in

the target environment. These elements has gradually been ob-

vious with the progress of the research. So, the robot must be

developed and improved incrementally.

Many functions such as a locomotion control or sensors must

be developed. Each function might be developed by di�erent re-



searcher who is a specialist on each �eld. Each function module

should be used as black box. But, the algorithm working in each

module must be transparent. Modularity and transparency are key

issue to develop a complex system by integrating many functions

developed through the distributed research. Each function would

be improved gradually and independently. So, most important

subject in realizing the navigation system is integration of each

function. On the other word, it is exactly the research of naviga-

tion to integrate the mobile robot. How to integrate and how to

maintain each function are the dominant subjects in the research

of navigation system.

Not only the robot itself but also the developing environment

is important issue in the research. By only watching the out-look

of the behavior of the robot, it is sometimes di�cult to �nd the

reason of the unexpected motion. The internal state of the robot

such as the ow of the program (what the robot wants to do) or the

estimated position (where the robot estimates own location) must

be observed by human with the execution monitoring tool. How-

ever, the self-contained and autonomous mobile robot does not have

enough power and space for the display. Remote brain approach

is proposed to overcome such a problem [1]. But, it is not avail-

able for the long distance navigation in real environment because

the robot body has to be near enough to the host to communicate

each other in the remote brain approach. For the navigation task,

all computational power should be self-contained to move in large



area. And, the programing and debugging environment should be

separated from robot for the limited power and weight conditions.

The minimum set of the monitor to observe the internal state of

the robot should be carried by the human operator.

Consequently, important issues on realizing the robust mobile

robot is the distributed developing and incremental integration.

The execution monitoring tool for debugging is also very important.

In next section, we introduce our mobile robot, which is developed

by this approach.

3 Development of the mobile robot YAM-

ABICO NAVI

3.1 The YAMABICO NAVI robot

We have more then 20 mobile robot platforms for the experimental

research of the autonomous robots. Family name of these robots is

YAMABICO. The YAMABICO NAVI shown in Figure 4 is one for

outdoor experiments, which has the wheels with larger radius and

width than our standard YAMABICO for indoor applications. This

robot has two wheels driven by two DC motors with encoders. It

contains a valve regulated lead acid battery (12V 7Ah) on the body.

Beside the four wide range sonar, we implemented the another

sonar produced by Polaroid corporation and small size TV camera,

both on the turn table controlled by stepping motor. There is a

controller with six CPU modules connected with the Y-BUS II

which is the low power system designed by our research project.



3.2 The architecture of controller for the YAM-
ABICO robot

The controller for the YAMABICO robot has the central decision

making and functionally distributed architecture[2]. The structure

of YAMABICO NAVI is illustrated in Figure 5. Total coordinated

control is carried out on the center module called MASTER. The

MASTER and the other function modules are connected as star

via DPM : Dual Ported Memory. The MASTER controls the robot

total behavior by giving the commands and getting the information

from function modules. Each function modules does its best to

realize the request from the MASTER by commands and post the

current state on the state information monitoring panel which is

allocated on the DPM. The MASTER always watches the state

of each module and decides the next robot motion to issue the

commands.

3.3 Distributed Function modules

Each function module is independently developed. When the re-

�ned function module is realized, it is integrated to the robot. So,

the current robot is the set of the most re�ned modules in the state

of the art. We explained the function modules integrated on the

YAMABICO NAVI. They are Locomotion controller[3], Position

estimator[4][5], Landmark detection sensors[6], Obstacle detection

sensor[7] and Voice synthesizer[8].



3.3.1 Locomotion controller : SPUR

The trajectory is controlled to follow the speci�ed straight line

by feedback of the estimated position on the consideration of the

dynamics of the robot. The stop position is also controlled.

3.3.2 Position estimator : POEM III

The position and its uncertainty are always estimated in this mod-

ule based on EKF : Extended Kalman Filtering. The positional

uncertainty is always calculated by dead reckoning. And, when the

command is given based on the external sensor and map informa-

tion, POEM III fuses these data by MLE : Maximum Likelihood

Estimation to correct the cumulative error of dead reckoning by

fusion of dead reckoning and landmark recognition.

3.3.3 Landmark detection sensors : SONIC and IS EYE

SONIC is the processor to calculate the distance obtained from

sonar. IS EYE is the image processor to capture the image with

two frame memory area. For outdoor navigation, the agent to �nd

trees is implemented. It calculates the direction to the tree from

the captured image based on the distance and the tree model.

3.3.4 Obstacle detection sensor : SONIC

The measurement by the front side sonar is used for obstacle de-

tection. Obstacles such as a human is detected up to 150[cm] by

this sensor.



3.3.5 Voice synthesizer : VOICE

The message requested from the MASTER is spoken. Decimal and

hex number is synthesized[9]. The sentence represented by RO-

MAN letters is also synthesized. The recoded voice by ADPCM[10]

is played back. This module is used for telling own internal state

by robot itself. It is spoken what the robot wants to do now, why

the robot is now stopping and so on.

3.4 Coordination control by MASTER

Various program is written on the MASTER which uses the com-

mand of function modules. The role of the program on the MAS-

TER module is to make decision of the robot motion based on the

coordination of all functions of the robots. The distributed and

incremental development is also expected. So, we developed and

implemented the agent to decide next path and the agents to de-

tect landmarks. These agents are integrated on the MASTER. The

path is determined by only one agent because the behavior of the

robot must be consistently managed and controlled serially at time

axis. On the other hand, the landmark recognition processes are

working in parallel. To get a good solution, many candidate must

be considered simultaneously.

To realize a robust navigation, it is important that the robot

can acquire the redundant landmark information. So, we show be-

low, how to develop a robust landmark recognition system by dis-

tributed developing and incremental integration of multiple land-



mark agents.

3.4.1 Path Agent

In the route teaching stage, this agent observes the route taught

by human and records it to Path Map.

In the playback navigation stage, it gets the path from Path

Map and send the locomotion control command to SPUR. It also

observes the obstacle to the heading direction. When an obstacle

is detected, it send the Stop command to SPUR. Only this agent

send the command to SPUR.

3.4.2 LmA : Landmark Agent

In the route teaching stage, each LmA searches each speci�ed land-

mark in parallel. When it �nds the landmark candidate, it tracks

the candidate. If it can track the candidate for a certain distance.

it records the location and sensing point of the candidate to each

LmA Map. For example, Hedge-LmA is one to detect hedges as

landmarks when the distance measured by sonar is almost same

distance while traveling over 90 [cm]. Tree-LmA is one to detect

trees as landmarks when the tree is detected at the almost same

location by Polaroid sonar and small TV camera (SONAVIS[6])

while traveling over 60 [cm]. Here, Sonavis Agent is one to arbi-

trate Hedge LmA and Tree LmA, since these two Landmark Agent

use the same sensor property SONAVIS. Since these more than two

LmA use the same actuator, the arbitration agent is necessary.



In the playback navigation stage, each LmA looks for the land-

mark in LmA Map when the robot arrives at the sensing point.

If the landmark location measured by sensor is inside of 1� error

ellipsoid, this measurement is sent to POEM III and the estimated

position is automatically corrected.

4 Execution monitor and manual con-

troller

It is important and di�cult for autonomous mobile robot to mon-

itor the internal information such as the current state of execution

and recognition. Of course, voice module is usefully used for mon-

itoring such data. It is very useful to check the program ow.

However, it has not enough bandwidth and is di�cult to under-

stand the geometrical location between path and landmark esti-

mated in the robot from operator. So, we developed the graphical

execution monitor as monitoring and debugging tool. We show

our execution monitor in outdoor experimental environment and

manual controller for route teaching in this section.

4.1 The cart for outdoor experiments

Figure 6 shows the cart to carry the robot and necessary equip-

ments for outdoor experiments.

The down stage is a place for the robot. The second stage has

the execution monitor, radio controller which can manually control

the velocity and heading direction of the robot and TV monitor to

watch the result of image processing sent from the robot by UHF.



4.2 The execution monitor

For our research, we developed the execution monitoring system in

the route teaching stage and the playback navigation stage. Sparc

Book note computer is used as the hardware. The monitoring infor-

mation in two cases of route teaching stage and playback navigation

stage are shown here.

4.2.1 Route teaching stage

During the route teaching stage, raw data of landmark measure-

ments and current robot position are indicated on the graphical

display of the execution monitor. After the route teaching, all in-

formation of the PRM (Path and Landmarks) can be checked. The

graphical drawing of the PRM is shown in Figure 7. The upper

right window of this �gure shows the path from A to G in Figure

1. Then, the rectangle area of the upper right window is zoom up

to the main window. In the main window, the operator can watch

the path, sensing points and the acquired landmarks such as trees

and hedges.

4.2.2 Playback navigation stage

During the playback navigation stage, robot position and error el-

lipse and raw data of landmark measurements are observed on the

execution monitor display. After the playback navigation stage,

the trajectory in this stage and the path in PRM can be compared

in the display as shown in Figure 8. This �gure shows the example



of the position correction by hedge. From this �gure, we can ob-

serve that the robot returns to the expected path by following the

corrected path after correcting the position.

5 Conclusions

We are now developing a self-contained and autonomous mobile

robot for long distance outdoor navigation. The robot for realizing

a long distance navigation must be integrated many functions such

as locomotion control, position estimation, landmark recognition

and obstacle detection. In this paper, we pointed the necessity

of distributed developing and incremental integration for realizing

a mobile robot. We describe our robot developing based on our

proposed approach. Functional(lower) level of this robot are mod-

ularized at the unit of hardware module (controller board). Total

coordination (higher) level are modularized at the unit of software

module (agent process). We believe this approach makes it possible

to develop a mobile robot with highly navigation ability.

We will continue the development of the robot to realize a ro-

bust long distance outdoor navigation. Through improving our

robot based on many experimental results, we will invent more

re�ned integration technique of many functions.
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Figure 1 : Schematic map of target environment
(A,B,…,G,I are passing points.)

Figure 2 : Photographs of the target environment

Figure 3 : Perceived Route Map (PRM) gener-
ation by natural landmarks acquisition through
human route teaching and autonomous navigation
using the generated PRM

Figure 4 : Photograph of the YAMABICO NAVI
robot (The dimension (W x H x D) is about 450
x 600 x 500 [mm]. The weight is about 12[kg].
The wheel diameter is about 150[mm]. The tread
is about 400[mm].)

Figure 5 : System con�guration of the YAM-
ABICO NAVI robot by multiple agents

Figure 6 : The cart as a developing and debugging
environment for outdoor experiments (There is a
place of the robot on the �rst oor. There is
a graphical execution monitor, TV monitor and
manual controller on the second oor.)

Figure 7 : The acquired path and landmarks af-
ter route teaching stage in graphical display of
execution monitor

Figure 8 : The data after the playback navigation
stage compared with the data in PRM
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Figure 1: Schematic map of target environment (A,B,…,G,I are
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Figure 2: Photographs of the target environment
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marks acquisition through human route teaching and autonomous
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Figure 4: Photograph of the YAMABICO NAVI robot (The di-
mension (W x H x D) is about 450 x 600 x 500 [mm]. The weight
is about 12[kg]. The wheel diameter is about 150[mm]. The tread
is about 400[mm].)
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Figure 6: The cart as a developing and debugging environment for
outdoor experiments (There is a place of the robot on the �rst oor.
There is a graphical execution monitor, TV monitor and manual
controller on the second oor. )



Figure 7: The acquired path and landmarks after route teaching
stage in graphical display of execution monitor



Figure 8: The data after the playback navigation stage compared
with the data in PRM


